Galilean Nights Event ID: gn1,149

Number of telescopes: 3
Number of organisers: 5
Number of attendees: 60

Event Report:
Place: De la Constitucion Park
Start Time: 19:30 (UT: -03:00)
Seeing: good (4.5)

We put the 3 telescopes direct onto Jupiter and its 4 visible (with our equipment) moons.

BIG CURIOSITY: Ganimedes eclipsing Europe !!!
We knew that by Stellarium but although hard someone (?) told us he could seen that event, good for her (a 12 years-old lady), doesn't it?

The rest of the night we share the whole available information about Jupiter.

We also discuss about the influence of The Giant in the life of our planet during the solar system formation after the Big Bang.